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PREFACE

This survey is prepared monthly by the Foreign Documents Division, Office of Central Reference, CIA, from lists received through the cooperation of US government agencies and includes translations prepared by such agencies, private industry, universities, research institutions, and commercial translation organizations. It is a compilation of foreign documentary projects completed or started during the preceding month.

Translations are listed by area and subject category. Scientific projects are grouped as a section regardless of geographic area. Title in English, author, foreign language title of source of material, date of publication, and publication identification of the completed project are given when available. Tables of contents of journals translated cover-to-cover are reproduced from the current publications.

Projects in process, i.e., not completed as of the date of this survey, are noted with an asterisk (*), and, when available, a project-control or "in-process" number is noted in parentheses following the title. Certain details may be unavailable on such projects. New projects in process are not listed again until they are completed.

An index to authors of items in this issue is provided at the end of the survey.
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Department of Army
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Washington 25, D.C.
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Office of Technical Services
Washington 25, D.C.
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Queen Anne's Mansions
St. James Park
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AEC - Atomic Energy Commission (see Department of Commerce)

AERE Harwell Lib
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AERE, Ministry of Supply
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England

AF

Department of Air Force
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Washington 25, D.C.
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Washington, D.C.
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Fisheries Research Board of Canada
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Seattle, Washington
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New York 17, New York
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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Office of Technical Service
Department of Commerce
Washington 25, D.C.
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Patent Office

Patent Office
Scientific Library
14th and Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C.

Primary Sources

Primary Sources
11 Blecker Street
New York, New York 10012

SIAM

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
P.O. Box 7541
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UCRL - University of California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory;
Livermore, California
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Major Role of Political Struggle in the Current Resistance in the South, by Nguyen Minh Vy, 5 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Thong Nhat, No 365, 20 Jun 1964, pp 1, 3. JPRS 25971

Military

Hold the Rifle Tightly In Your Hands, by Kuang-chung, 5 pp. CHINESE, per, Chung-chung Ch'i-fung-cheng, No 13, Jul 1964, pp 3-5. JPRS 25900

How the Officers and Men of Our Army Should Study the Works of Mao Tse-Tung, by Hain Chung-chih, TI Fu-chung, 5 pp. CHINESE, per, Hung GTH, No 10, 1964. JPRS 25438


Promote the Glorious Tradition In Our Army, by Thanh Loc, 5 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 1 Jun 1964, p 2. JPRS 25459

Introducing the Experiences of Company Commander Kuo Hsing-fu of the People's Liberation Army of China, by Hoang Van Thai, 9 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 28 May 1964, pp 1, 2. JPRS 25439

Geographic


New Records of Glacial Relics in the Middle and Lower Reaches of the Yangtze, by Hung Ti-fan, Yang Shih-chou, 8 pp. CHINESE, per, Ku-hoan Yung-cheng, No 6, 1964, pp 544-551. JPRS 25128

Sociological


Do Peasants Belong to the Hostile Landlord Class, by GHI Hsia, 28 pp. CHINESE, per, Chie-hsien Yen-chiu, No 3, 1964, pp 10-34. JPRS 25797

Rural Villages Form a Large Furnace for Steeling the Younger Generation, by Lin Nuan, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-yü, No 11, 1 Jun 1964, pp 10-11.
JPRS 25546

From a Tender Girl to a Frontier Builder, by Yu Shan-ling, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-yü, No 11, 1 Jun 1964, pp 11-12.
JPRS 25546

Issue on Principles in Order to be a Good Guardian, by Li Kuang-yuen, Nieh Peng-ling, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-yü, No 11, 1 Jun 1964, pp 15-17.
JPRS 25546

The Devious Process of Ideological Progress, by Li Kuang-yuen, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-yü, No 13, Jul 1964, pp 14-15.
JPRS 25900

Develop Class Education on a Routine, by Chang Hwa-mu-yeon, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Ch'ing-yü, No 13, Jul 1964, pp 20-21.
JPRS 25900

CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'í, No 11, 7 Jun 1964, pp 1-5.
JPRS 25987

JPRS 25987

JPRS 25987

How to Understand Absolute Truth, by T'ou T'ieh-chen, 13 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'í, No 11, 7 Jun 1964, pp 37-45.
JPRS 25987

Great Revolution on Culture Front, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'í, No 12, 30 Jun 1964, pp 1-4.
JPRS 25998

Racial Question is Especially Class Question, by Chiang Ch'ung-hao, Ruth Che-min, 11 pp.
JPRS 25998

A Trivial Matter Changed into an Important Good Matter, by Yang Ch'ing-hua, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'í, No 12, 30 Jun 1964, pp 40-44.
JPRS 25998
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CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'í, No 13, 14 Jul 1964, pp 1-33.
JPRS 26011

On the Reform of the Peking Opera, by P'ing Chen, 11 pp.
JPRS 26148

Ten Great Years of Socialist Revolution and Socialistic Construction in Vietnam, by Chu Ch'ieh-chen, 10 pp.
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JPRS 26148

Socialist Dramatic Arts to Serve Socialist Economy, by K'uo Ch'ing-yü, 24 pp.
JPRS 26315

A Critique of the Philosophical Basis of Chung Ku-ch'ing's Conception of Art, by Yi T'ai, 19 pp.
JPRS 26315

JPRS 26300

Brief News Items on Language Reform Activities, 19 pp.
JPRS 26300

Victory of Indonesian Revolution With Dialectical and Historical Materialism, by Njoro, 18 pp.
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JPRS 25998

A Way to Conquer the Class Distinction Between the Labor and Farming Classes, by Yi Su-k'ung, 13 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kukjö, No 247, May 1964, pp 2-7.
JPRS 26098

JPRS 26098

Individuality and Socialism, by Ch'ung Yong-sik, 12 pp.
JPRS 26098

KOREAN, per, Kukjö, No 247, May 1964, pp 29-34.
JPRS 26098
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JPRS 26098
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KOREAN, per, Kukjö, May 1964, pp 7-12.
JPRS 26098
KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, 12 Jul 1964, p 2.
JPRS 26289

Party Policy to Consolidate an Alliance Between the Proletarian Class and the Farmers,
by Hong Sunyong, 10 pp.
KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, 22 Jul 1964, pp 3, 4.
JPRS 26290

The Rural Cultural Revolution, by Chang Chul-hwan, 5 pp.
KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, 28 Jul 1964, p 2.
JPRS 26295

MONGOLIAN, np, Edlyn Dzangii, 28 Jul 1964, pp 54-55.
JPRS 26230

JPRS 26233
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JPRS 26293

Vinh Yesterday and Today, by Huu Xuan, 10 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Quot Prix, 24 May 1964, pp 8, 9.
JPRS 25487

Talks to Parents on Future Of Youth, by Phong Thieu Son, 9 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Quot Prix, 14 Jun 1964.
JPRS 26314

Half a Century After Nine Years of Liberation, 7 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Vach Lap, 15 May 1964, p 3.
JPRS 25481

Actively Improve One's Thinking to Better Serve the Revolution, by Tran Khue, 13 pp.
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JPRS 25481

VIETNAMISH, np, Quot Prix, No 7, 1964, pp 1-6.
JPRS 25918

Our Efforts to Liberate the People Will Be Completely Successful, by Trong Huong, 10 pp.
JPRS 25918

VIETNAMISH, np, Quot Prix, No 7, 1964, pp 40-47.
JPRS 25918

Ten Years of Struggle, Ten Years of Victory, by Phan Thanh, 14 pp.
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JPRS 25918

Experiences in Socialist Education Activities for Workers, by Dang Huu Huan, 14 pp.
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The Question of Utilization of Folklore, by Nguyen Dong Chi, 14 pp.
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Keeping Muong Villages Peaceful and Happy, by Tran Ngoc, 5 pp.
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JPRS 25490

Dong Anh Huyen Successfully Meets Food Obligation, by Huu Hoc, 7 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 4 Jun 1964, p 3.
JPRS 25929

Block 30 of Dong Da Hamlet is Building a Secure, Orderly Life, 7 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 7 Jun 1964, p 2.
JPRS 25487

Hach Poem Work as Two Competition in Salt Production, by Ngo Minh Luon, 8 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 7 Jun 1964, p 3.
JPRS 25487

Resolutely Activate the Masses, 5 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 8 Jun 1964, p 3.
JPRS 25487

Da Nam Students Serve Agriculture, by Van Trung, 5 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 12 Jun 1964, p 3.
JPRS 25940

The Problem of Going Deeply into the Reality of Life, by Nguyen Khai, 8 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 4 Jul 1964, pp 5-6.
JPRS 25779

Build the Revolutionary Forces of the People, by Nguyen Lanh, 7 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 8 Jul 1964, p 2.
JPRS 25779

The Liberation War Wage Against Unequal System Imperialism and Its Agent by the People in South Vietnam Will be Won, by Vo Nguyen Giap, 48 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 19 Jul 1964, pp 1-25.
JPRS 25968

The Campaign to Build Poor Goods Cells in Hai Phong, by Hoai Viet, 8 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, 2 Aug 1964, p 2.
JPRS 26288

VIETNAMISH, np, Nhat Dan, No 3781, 6 Aug 1964, p 2.
JPRS 26288

A Valuable Book About the Battle of Dien Bien Phu, by Hoang Minh Thao, 11 pp.
VIETNAMISH, np, Quan Do, Nhat Dan, No 1375, 2 Jul 1964, p 2.
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Latin America
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An Interview With Che Guevara, 8 pp.
JPRS 28899

JPRS 26138

Nematode Causing Paralysis in Cattle, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per. Boletin, 12 June 1964, pp. 6-11.
JPRS 25559

A New Variety of Corn by Matio G. del Cueto, 5 pp.
JPRS 25558

The Investment Process in Cuba, by Alfonso Laramee, 6 pp.
JPRS 25547

Reflections on Trade Policies, by Pedro Alegria, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per. Comercio Exterior, Oct-Dec 1964, pp. 30-44.
JPRS 25541

Cuban Statistics on Foreign Trade, 6 pp.
JPRS 25541

The Organization of Agricultural Working Brigades, by Israel Talleva, 9 pp.
JPRS 25517

Panamanian National Aviation Regulations, 50 pp.
JPRS 25519

Agenda for the First National Sugar Forum, 18 pp.
SPANISH, per. Hoy, 17 June 1964, pp. 7, 8.
JPRS 25500

Speech by Ilies Roca at the Agriculture Meeting, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per. Hoy, 18 June 1964, p. 4.
JPRS 25500

Agriculture Meeting in Pinar Del Rio, by Ricardo Saenz, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per. Hoy, 18 June 1964, p. 4.
JPRS 25500

Need for a Vanguard of Chemical Engineers for Sugar Industry Discussed, 8 pp.
JPRS 25507

JPRS 25507

The Consolidated Enterprise of Silicate Industry, by Rolando Cuenca, 8 pp.
JPRS 25547
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Latin America

Political

Tromleyite View of the Situation in Peru, 11 pp.
FRANCI, per, Sous le Drapeau du Socialisme,
No 6, 1964, pp 6-7.
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Mexican independent Analysis of the Conflict,
by M. Seara, 20 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuadernos Americanos, No 3,
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15 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuadernos Americanos, No 4,
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Revolutionaries Defined, 7 pp.
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Orlando Rilllas Address to the Central Committee
of the Chilean Communist Party, 18 pp.
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pp 138-144.
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26 July Celebrations in Cuba, and Abroad, 5 pp.
JPRS 26183
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The Shortage of Schools and Teachers, 5 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Vita Nuova, No 7, 1964,
pp 47-50.
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Reorganization of Health Insurance Plan
Hospital, by Gregorio Hernandez, 12 pp.
SPANISH, per, Colombia, 20 Jun 1964, pp 93-97.
JPRS 26135
The Rising Cuban Academy of Sciences, by
Antonio Nunez Jimenez, 9 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuba Socialista, Vol IX,
No 32, Apr 1964, pp 27-37.
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JPRS 26183
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Certain Questions In the Economy of the
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ekonomii, No 5, 1964,
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A Call for an Exchange of Ideas,
by Gian Piero Bregag, 9 pp.
ITALIAN, per, II Fisi Rosso, No 8,
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The Communists in the World Reject Dissidence,
18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 8, May 1964,
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The Dissidence Will Not Force World Communism
From the Leninist Path, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, Jun 1964,
pp 70-86.
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The Nonaligned States and the Struggle for
Peace, by N. Plakshkov, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, Jun 1964,
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by Sh. Akhmedov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Kommunist Tadjikistana, 5 Jun 1964,
pp 2, 3.
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Comments on the Various Speeches, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Voprosy, Jun 1964, pp 2, 4, 5.
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On Khrushchev's Phone Communism and its
CHINESE, per, Jiefang Jie, No 13, 1964.
JPRS 26308
Fidel Sassano on European Trade Union Relations,
by Fidel Sassano, 12 pp.
ITALIAN, np, Attualita, 20 Jul 1964, 1 Aug, 7 Aug 1964,
pp 3.
JPRS 26053

Military

The Origin of Military Cybernetics in Foreign
Countries, by V. Vaneyuk, 15 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosno-Khudozhestvenny Zavod,
JPRS 26057
World Wide Sociological

Against Dogmatism and Vulgarization in Literature and the Arts, 22 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, Jun 1964,
JPRS 25778
The United Arab Republic in a New Stage,
by I. Belyaeva, V. Cherepkov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, pp 87-96,
JPRS 25778
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, Jun 1964,
pp 104-109.
JPRS 25778
Spiritual Poverty, by B. Leonтьев, 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 9, Jun 1964,
pp 110-118.
JPRS 25778
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Aerospace

RUSSIAN, pamphlet, Chelovek v Kosmos, Moscow, 1963, pp 1-161.
JPRS 23825
Proceedings of the Central Aerological Observatory,
RUSSIAN, Issue, Chelovek v Kosmos, Moscow, 1962. 924432-V NASA TT-141
Connection Between Aerodynamic Heating and Surface Friction, by L. V. Kovalov,
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Akad Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk,
JPRS 23825
Mistake-Launching Minor Thrust, by D. Prokhorov,
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
The Vibrations of Missiles, by R. Valid, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
The Vibrations of Missiles, by R. Valid, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
The Vibrations of Missiles, by R. Valid, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
The Vibrations of Missiles, by R. Valid, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
The Vibrations of Missiles, by R. Valid, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kompleksnaya Zaschita, No 1, 1964,
pp 14-15.
JPRS 23825
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Fertilizers for Potatoes, by A. I. Tamman, 14 pp.
JPRS 23846
Nutrient mixtures for Different Hydroponics
RUSSIAN, per, Agrokhimlya, No 2, 1964, pp 42-52.
JPRS 23846

Scientific

Agriculture (Contd)

Effect of Complex Fertilizers on Sugar Beets,
by I. G. Rozhdeevskii, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Agrokhimlya, No 2, 1964,
pp 33-62.
JPRS 23846
Need for Agrochemistry in the USSR,
by A. Polinikov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, pp, Ekonom, No 12, 23 Mar 1963,
p 34.
JPRS 23856
Cost Price of Produce and the Profitableness
of Production, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, pp, Ekonom, No 105 (143), 1 May 1964,
pp 1-7.
JPRS 26039
Khazraeoel in Kolhozes and Sovkhozes, 24 pp.
RUSSIAN, pp, Ekonom, No 116 (143),
1 May 1964, pp 15-18.
JPRS 26039

The Accounting System of the Kolhozes and
Sovkhozes, 4 pp.
RUSSIAN, pp, Ekonom, No 20 (143),
16 May 1964, pp 11-12.
JPRS 26039
Stocktaking and Accounting, 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, pp, Ekonom, No 20 (143),
16 May 1964, pp 11-12.
JPRS 26039
Sources of Formation of Fixed and Circulating
Sovkhoz Assets and Their Use,
by V, Semenov, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekonom, No 20 (143),
16 May 1964, pp 30-41.
JPRS 26039

Comparative Evaluation of Compound and Simple
Fertilizers in Light Sandy Loamy Soil,
by A. N. Khomskii, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Voprosov Sel'skhoz
Akademi, No 3 (40), 1962, pp 78-82.
JPRS 23809
Complex Liquid and Solid Fertilizers, Testing and
Prospects for Utilizing Them in the USSR,
by A. V. Peterburgskii, 27 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Voprosov Sel'skhoz
Akademi, No 3 (40), 1962, pp 103-121.
JPRS 23809

Mineral Fertilizers Basic Ways of Rational Use
of Fertilizers in Agriculture,
by G. A. Chechelnitskii, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim v Sel'skhoz Khim, No 1,
1964, pp 5-6.
JPRS 24031

Mineral Fertilizers Decisive Condition of
Production Growth of Agricultural Products,
by I. I. Sinyagin, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim v Sel'skhoz Khim, No 1,
1963, pp 4-5.
JPRS 24031

Chemical Analysis of Soil Bases of Fertilizer
Application, by A. V. Sokolov, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim v Sel'skhoz Khim, No 1,
JPRS 24031

Role of Nitric Feeding in Forming of Harvest,
by V. V. Tsin'kii, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim v Sel'skhoz Khim, No 1,
1963, pp 11-17.
JPRS 24031

On the Value of Magnesium and Magnesium
Containing Fertilizers, by M. M. Malaya, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim v Sel'skhoz Khim, No 1,
JPRS 24031
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Recovery of Pyridine Nucleotide on the Loss of


JPRS 26260

Study of Oxygen Transportation From Stalk and
Leaves to Root System in Young Higher Plants
Quantity Transported, by R. J. Chac, 1964
pp. 539-541.

JPRS 26270

Experiments With Foreign Variation of Grass,
by Janos Szabacs, 5 pp.


JPRS 26272

Rating Regulations for Improved Plant and Animal
Species, as Well as Production and Breeding
Technology, 14 pp.

HUNGARIAN, pr. Mozgalomtvigitok,
Vol VI, No.15, 1964, pp. 263-269.

JPRS 26275

Propagation of Seed Potatoes, by Lajos Bara, 5 pp.

HUNGARIAN, pr. Tormolojitsakok, 1964,
pp. 37-38.

JPRS 26275

A Horticultural Development Program in Neede
by Waldemar Michna, 6 pp.

POLISH, pp. Zycie Gospodarcze, No 3,
26 Jul 1964, p. 6.

JPRS 26276

The Regional Aspects of Agriculture in
Hondos-Hercegovina and Slovenia,
by Zac Plcin, 29 pp.

SERBIANOVIC, pr. Ekonomika Poljoprivrede,

JPRS 26277

Agriculture in Rumoa, by Hran Hlibovanovic
14 pp.

SERBIANOVIC, pr. Ekonomika Poljoprivrede,
Vol XI, No.6, 1964, pp. 75-78.

JPRS 26277

The Tasks Ahead in Yugoslav Agriculture,
by Jozep Ingole, 17 pp.

SERBIANOVIC, pr. Glasnik, No.7, 1964,
pp. 3-11.

JPRS 26278

Space Biology and Medicine, by V. I. Yazovskiy
12 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk. Biologiya i kosnospromyl
Kosmoschayeviy Biolgy i Medsinv, Moscow, 1964,
p. 5-50.

JPRS 26281

Translations From Great Medical Encyclopaedia, 67 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk. Bol'zhevyi Meditsinskii Entsiklopediya,
Vol. XXVIII. Moscow, 1963, pp. 103-116;
pp. 118-119.

JPRS 26281

Hemoglobin, Comparative Physiology and
Biochemistry, by P. A. Krasbors, 8 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk. Contrasting Characteristics
of Comparative Physiological Biochemical Investigations,
Moscow, 1964, pp. 5-18, 19-28.

JPRS 26281

Decontamination of Means of Individual Protection
and Protective Clothing, by M. M. Grinovskiy,
Z. Ye. Paulinova, et al. (04-10779)

RUSSIAN, bk. Dezinakativnyi individial'nyi
Zaschita i Lekarstvenna Lekarnya, Moscow, 1964,
p. 3-120.

JPRS 26281

Use of Hormones in Medicine, by N. A. Yudin
58 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk. Gormony i Zdorovye, Moscow,
1964, pp. 1-40.

JPRS 26289

Chemical Prophylaxis of Radioactive Injuries,
by A. S. Minxshtih, P. Yu. Rakhnisky, (GF-3360)

RUSSIAN, bk. Khimicheskaya Protectiya

JPRS 26289


RUSSIAN, bk. Ksikroolobiya, Nekotorye

JPRS 26290

A Commonwealth Plan -- On Health, by V. O. Denham
(NY-0352)

RUSSIAN, bk. Komunovershle Lekotv -- na Zdorov
Moscow, 1964, 100 pp.

JPRS 26290

Safety in Laboratory Use of Radioactive Substances,
by I. A. Reformanski, 37 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk. Labortorhii diya Rabot s
Radioaktivnymi Veshchestvami, Moscow, 1963.

JPRS 26290

Radioelectronics in Space Medicine,
51 pp.

RUSSIAN, ppampl., Massyovaya Radiofizika,

JPRS 26294

Comparison of Different Methods of Virological
Investigation of Material for Presence of Tick
Rickettsial Virus, by V. S. Erofeyev.

RUSSIAN, bk. Materialiya of the Inter-Institute
Science Conference on Diagnosis of Tick Rickettsial
Lepromatous Listeriosis and Toxoplasmolosis,
1963, pp. 6-7.
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Section II. Leptospiras. Use of Precipitation in
Get Test for Diagnosis of Leptospiras, by
V. N. Novikov.

RUSSIAN, bk. Materialiya of the Inter-Institute
Science Conference on Diagnosis of Tick Rickettsial
Lepromatous Listeriosis and Toxoplasmolosis,

R-II 7-16-64
Precipitation Test in Gel in the Diagnosis of Listeriosis, by A. A. Tripolitova.
NIH 7-15-64

Section III. Listeriosis. Diagnosis of Listeriosis in the Pregnant and Newborn, by A. A. Tripolitova.
RUSSIAN, bk, Material of the Inter-Institute Science Conference on Diagnosis of Ticks Entomopathogens, Lepidoptera, Leproptera and Toxoplasticias, 1963, pp 50-52.
NIH 7-14-64

The Effects of Microorganisms on the Human Body, by V. M. Zemakov, 40 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Oxazitro Nidermiykh Vragov, Moscow, 1946.
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Studies on Insecticide, Ticks and Tularaemia, by K. N. Pavlovsky.
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RUSSIAN, bk, Peredovoy Nauchno-Tehnicheskiy Lezopyodnovennyy Opit, Moscow, No 6, 1962, pp 1-12.
JPRS 25478

JPRS 25478

JPRS 25478

Production, Standardization, and Control of Live Vaccine From Strain El. Kieckes Prowazekki, by B. M. Golovchin.
NIH 7-3-64

Live Rats Intraneous Typhus Vaccine From Strain El. Kieckes Prowazekki, by B. M. Golovchin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Izolacii Terapii i Immunologii, Moscow, 1963, pp 191-211.
NIH 7-25-64

Immunization of People With Live Vaccine From Strain El. Kieckes Prowazekki, by B. M. Golovchin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Problemy Izolacii Terapii i Immunologii, Moscow, 1963, pp 211-220.
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RUSSIAN, bk, Rezultaty Formirovaniiya y Individual'nom Razvitii, Moscow, Chapter VII, 1964, pp 110-116.
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RUSSIAN, bk, Rezultaty Formirovaniiya y Individual'nom Razvitii, Moscow, Chapter VIII, 1964, pp 116-120.
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Regulation of Shape Formation at Various Levels of Integration, by J. I. Smal'gazov, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Rezultaty Formirovaniiya y Individual'nom Razvitii, Moscow, Chapter IX, 1964, pp 121-126.
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RUSSIAN, bk, Rezultaty Formirovaniiya y Individual'nom Razvitii, Moscow, Chapter X, 1964, pp 127-132.
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Compilation of the Most Important Official Data on the Problem of Labor Hygiene and Industrial Sanitation, by L. V. Yanina.
RUSSIAN, bk, Materialy Zashchitnogo Uspokoiniia Rabochikh, Moscow, 1962, 120 pp.
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An Approach to the Problem of Heterotransplantation of Human Tumors, by S. A. Pappaz, I. G. Demirchyan, 7 pp.
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Ms. Roberta Schoen
Deputy Director for Operations
Defense Technical Information Center
7725 John J. Kingman Road
Suite 0944
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,
Declassification Review and Referral Branch
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1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)